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From a practical point of view, the issue is whether the pathogenic
effects in the monkey are due to a qual! tati ve change in the virus, which
might entail an unpredictable danger if it were used in humanbeings, or
to the inoculation of larger amounts of virus, which would involve no
greater danger for the nervous system than the natural infection. An at-
tempt will be made to resolve this issue by comparing the number of mouse-

c=:and chick-embryo-passaged viruses with the amounts of these
ma~alS required to produ~e par~is in intracerebra1JJr inoculated .
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SUBJECTOFRE3EARCH:PREVENTIONANDDIAGNOSISOFDENGUE

1. Technical Information:

A. - SIGNIFICANCEOFPATHOGENICEFFECTSOFMOOSE-ADAPTEDDENGUEVIRUSES
ONTHECENTRALNERVOUSSYSTEMOFMONKEYS,WITHSPECIALREFERENCE
TOTHEUSEOFTHESEVIRUSESFORHUMANVACCINATION

The question here is whether progressive adaptation of dengue virus
in mice has resulted in the selection of a variant with greater patho-
genicity for the central nervous system of primates. Natural am experi-
mental infection of humanbeings with various strains of dengue virus is
not associated with evidence of damage to the nervous -system. Intra-
cerebral injection of humandengue virus in monkeys gives rise to
inapparent infection, but histological examination reveals evidence of
focal neuronal lesions. The same was found in limited tests in monkeys
inoculated 'With earq mouse-passage material of low intracerebral titer in
mice. The practicability of using this early mouse-adapted virus as a
vaccine was demonstrated in tests on over 40 humanvolunteers. As the
adapted virus continued to be passaged in mice, it increased in mouse
intracerebral potency, and the intracerebral inoculation of such material
in rhesus monkeys nowproduced in a varying proportion of these animal s a
para~ic disease, Which, in clinical manifestations and pathological
changes, closely simulated polianyelitis. The inmnmologi.cal identity of
the virus remained the same. These observations, which were made in this
laboratory', were confirmed by Dr. J. L. O'Connor of Australia who private-
ly reported that when the mouse-adapted virus was cultivated in chick •..•
bryos it wo produced the paralytic disease after intracerebral injection
in monkeys.


